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MICHAEL DAN ARCHER

Michael Dan Archer is an internationally acclaimed sculptor who has exhibited in Japan, South

Korea, the Middle East and throughout Europe. He works predominantly in the field of public art,

making large-scale sculptures for local authorities, educational institutions and industry, in

addition to being commissioned by private clients. Archer’s sculpture has evolved over the past

twenty-five year period, reflecting a smooth progression of ideas and utilising a broad and varied

range of materials, including granite, marble, limestone, steel and bronze, through to projected

video images and neon light. A direct physical involvement in the creation of exciting and distinctive

work has always been a hugely important aspect of his working methodology and intellectual

processes. Nowhere is this hands-on investigation more evident than in this exhibition of current

work largely utilising a material new to Archer and seldom seen in contemporary sculpture. The

material is unfired clay in the form of large blocks and hand-made bricks. 

Archer has a passion for travel and has developed a sculptural vocabulary of architectural forms

which infer a particular and specific purpose and which relate visually to distant and diverse

cultures. The works in this exhibition, for example, refer to the buildings in Fatephur Sikri in India,

once the capital of the Mughal Empire, with their complex pierced red sandstone screens, and to

the stelae (carved stone blocks or slabs) and obelisks found in Egypt and the Sinai Peninsular. Of

primary importance, are the once inhabited, defensive mud-brick complexes at Catalhoyuk in

Turkey, discovered relatively recently in the late 1950s. In 2003, Archer met a member of an

international team of archaeologists which gathers at Catalhoyuk every summer to explore its

Neolithic site. He was subsequently introduced to Professor Ian Hodder, the leading archaeologist

from the McDonald Institute, Cambridge University and Stamford University, USA, who heads the

annual excavation. Following discussions with Professor Hodder, Archer decided to make a

number of small investigative maquettes on site to bring back to the UK and work up in the studio.

These will in turn be taken back to Turkey in order to produce a large sculpture in the landscape.

Work on this project is due to start in the summer of 2005.
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Whilst discussing the nature of the site with the archaeologists at Catalhoyuk, Archer began to

focus on several inherent structural elements that he found particularly fascinating. His interest

focussed primarily on the original mud technology that was used to construct the buildings. These

were clustered together and entered by ascending an external ladder, opening a trap door on the

roof and then descending another ladder inside the structure. The dark interiors invaded by bright

shafts of light which entered when the roof hatches were opened also began to stimulate new

ideas.

Another important catalyst was a visit to an exhibition at Kettle’s Yard Gallery, Cambridge in 2003

titled Exodus: between promise and fulfilment. This explored texture and artefact through

photographic images of the Sinai Peninsular taken by a team of Royal Ordnance surveyors during

the Victorian era. They included a series of stelae standing proudly in a bleak landscape. These

intriguing images not only recalled earlier works by Archer - the huge granite Cardiff Obelisk 1999

and the cast-iron obelisks Gog and Magog 2003 at DEFRA, Cambridge - but also served to

introduce a fresh and altogether calmer resonance to this recent body of work in unfired clay.

At the same time, Archer had started to work on another project at the Dunston Pillar, a stone

tower in Lincolnshire. The Pillar once acted as a beacon and originally a fire was lit at the top to

guide travellers at night. Archer placed a neon cruciform at the top of the Pillar that could be

observed from many miles away, reflecting the original function and integrity of the structure. The

Pillar relates formally and bears a strong physical relationship to the stelae forms he was then

working on in the studio. He also became intrigued by its internal chimney-like space, and the fact

that an observer could look up through the framing mechanism of the top of the tower and peer

into a portion of sky. The image of moving clouds also appears in Elemental, a commission of 2003

for the East Midlands Conference Centre at Nottingham University, in which cloud imagery is

projected through a large marble sculpture. 



Although produced for a variety of different purposes and clients over the past few years, Archer’s

work has always been informed by clear themes and an ongoing intellectual engagement with

diverse cultures and past civilisations which provide a cohesive link between his individual

commissions and, indeed, the present sculptural installation at the Djanogly Art Gallery. The raked

Zen sand gardens of Japan and the unusual visual languages on stelae from Greece, Egypt and

South America are all important sources of reference and inspiration for his sculpture. He states:

‘Our collective memory of art and previous civilisations is fragmentary and the memories are like

dreams. This is the context of this work’.

Archer is very insistent that the sculpture in this exhibition is not a reconstruction of specific, or

even non-specific, archaeological sites and monuments, but rather should be regarded as

archetypal. Fragmentary memories of primitive images and information are given new life and

meaning when explored in the studio. This exhibition presents the evocative outcomes of this

intangible process through which the structures, forms and surface language of his sculpture

provide the observer with an extraordinary confrontation with some kind of ‘otherness’.

Working with the Ibstock Brick Company

Natural clay provides the sculptor with a rich and varied colour palette and this is particularly the

case with the range found at the Ibstock quarries in Leicestershire. The Ibstock plant produces

hand-made bricks made to order for architects and special projects and has in the past played

host to other artists. Shortly after his introduction to Catalhoyuk, Archer made contact with Dr

Denzil Spencer, the Technical Director at the plant, who was immediately fascinated by the

prospect of working with the concepts that Archer was then developing, influenced by the

excavations in Turkey. Effectively offering him the run of the factory, Ibstock has very generously

included the specialist expertise of the factory manager, Graham Waite, and many of his

colleagues. All the clay has been provided, whilst skilled mould-makers and throwers have been

at the artist’s disposal and the final sculptures cared for during the drying period, according to his

instructions.
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The company is specifically interested in the environmental value of mud-clay brick technology

and the potential energy reductions to be made in brick production. The usual industrial process

involves the mixture of water with clay in which a huge amount of energy is expended in burning

the water out during the firing process. The company is actively investigating the ecologically

sound use of unfired brick, even for sites in our own damp climate. Archer’s approach entails a

natural drying process for the large blocks of up to two months. 

Ibstock has also provided the materials and expertise for the construction of the largest piece in

the exhibition which dominates the smaller of the two galleries; made from cast-clay bricks, the

Tower combines elements from Catalhoyuk, the Dunston Pillar and the sculpture at Nottingham

University. 

One of the exciting aspects of working with an unfamiliar material is in the exploration of its

inherent natural qualities, and in reacting to possibilities offered by chance. For example, Archer

has responded to the way in which sand - used as a lubricant in the brick-casting process - can

introduce strong and dynamic contrasting surface colour. Similarly, the marble dust accumulated

on a wooden former lying in the studio has been utilised to great effect; when hammered into the

clay block, a thin layer of dust is imprinted onto the surface of the clay introducing a new element

to the mark-making process. Through the use of marble dust, coal and sand, Archer introduces a

wide range of textural and sensuous possibilities to the work whilst conferring absolute integrity

and identity.

The cruciform has been a recurring motif in Archer’s work since 1996. He first used the symbol on

a Balmoral granite floor piece titled Heat and it has subsequently become an increasingly

important element both within the carving process and also as part of the surface language of his

work. Historically, the cross shape has been used as a basic configuration of communication, a

mark denoting a signature or as a means of identifying a particular place or location on a map. In

Archer’s recent work it appears both as a single element pushed into the surface of the clay on the

maquettes, and in series on the large blocks. In the latter, the surface of the clay blocks is
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articulated by the negative and positive juxtaposition of the motif and again one might see here

references to the sandstone screens at Fatephur Sikri pierced by a latticework of geometric forms.

The energy of the cross motif scattered across the surfaces of his sculptures is re-enforced

through its constantly changing relationship with other carved and incised marks. When viewing

these sculptures one has to constantly change position in order to see each surface and its

relationship to other surfaces both on the same work and on adjacent pieces; the edges of the

blocks act as a framing device and as a means of leading the eye round. 

Another way in which the artist has responded to the peculiar qualities of clay has been in his

exploitation of the cracking which forms as part of the drying process. The pressure on the clay

when a wooden former is pushed into its surface can cause the block both to crack and to radically

change its form. We can see this most clearly where a sheet of metal with a pierced circular

pattern has been aggressively pushed into the surface. The resulting fractures remind us not only

of the sometimes wilful and independent nature of the medium but also the earthy essence of the

ground from which it was taken. Archer allows the clay to respond and submit to these changes,

revelling in its plastic mutability, and transforms the dense, inert and weighty material into

sculpture imbued with an inner life and calm. He states: 

‘In stone this work would take many months to complete and to an extent one also needs to be

careful about preconceptions of the nature of stone. With clay, once the block is formed, the

sculpture can be very immediate and improvisational, the looseness is really exciting’.

His use of clay also bears an interesting relationship to his usual practice of working in stone. The

moulds he uses are very basic and produce simple blocks of clay which resemble stone slabs.

These are subjected to a reductive process of carving, imprinting and incising rather than the

additive process normally associated with clay sculpture. 
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Archer’s exploration of the materiality of clay and his particular way of placing marks on a pictorial

plane creates not only a formally interlocking composition but also a series of separate surfaces

each with its own fragmentary story. The deliberation and intimacy of the mark-making and the

narratives it implies are very seductive, and momentarily makes us lose sight of the essential

three-dimensionality of his sculpture. 

These marks are self-referential rather than communicating any specific meaning and although

they allude to the texts on the surfaces of ancient stelae, the artist’s interest lies more in the

exploration of the aesthetics of textual decoration and particularly in the speed and deliberation of

Chinese calligraphy.

Most previous exhibitions of Archer’s sculpture have comprised separate, individual pieces of work

not intended to deliberately reference one another. This exhibition, however, is best viewed as a

composite installation in which each work is positioned within the gallery space in order to

maximise its formal, visual and physical relationship with other works. The unfired clay brick

tower has been constructed specifically for this exhibition and Archer has worked on the surfaces

of the drying bricks in situ. 

Archer’s unique vision is realised through his ability to simultaneously unearth fragmentary

worlds stimulated by material evidence, vestigial memory and illusory conjecture.

Edited from a text by Alan Bunkum 

Programme Leader Fine Art

Loughborough University School of Art & Design

2005
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Photographs on pages 11 - 14 by Dan Archer

Clockwise from top left:

Obelisks, Hippodrome, Istanbul

Natural Stone Towers, Goreme, Turkey

Sandstone Screen, Fatephur Sikri, India
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From left:

The Dream 2002 Trinity Hall, Cambridge 

Gog and Magog 2003 DEFRA, Cambridge

Detail of Gog and Magog
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Top left: Elemental 2003 East Midlands Conference Centre, University of Nottingham

Top right: Detail of Elemental

Below (both images): The Dunstan Pillar, Lincolnshire 2004



Echoes, Memories, Dreams #1 2004 Horice Sculpture Symposium, Czech Republic
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Installation at the Djanogly Art Gallery 2005
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Part I: Two Towers 2005
Ancaster Limestone
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Etching 1 2005 
Etching and aquatint. 
Somerset 300grm acid free paper 
Edition of 12
76 x 57 cm 
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Parts II-VII 2005 
Unfired clay, pigments
Each 163 x 40 x 40 cms
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Part VIII Tower 2005 
Unfired clay bricks, clay slip, Basalt,
video, sound, wooden ladder
Photographs (page 36 & 37) by Michael Dan Archer
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MICHAEL DAN ARCHER BIOGRAPHY

ART EDUCATION

BA(Hons) Fine Art,  ARBS 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

1994      Elected to membership of the Royal Society of British Sculptors
1995 Elected to Council of the Royal Society of British Sculptors 

Member of the International Sculpture Centre, USA

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Lecturer, Fine Art (BA) 1989 - 2002, Senior Lecturer, 2002 - present, Loughborough University School of Art & Design 
Visiting Lecturer at Cardiff, Coventry and Derby Art Colleges & Cambridge Arts Society
Numerous community stone carving workshops and presentations
Annual stone carving workshop at Yorkshire Sculpture Park, 1993 - 97
Exchange teaching post at Tulane University, New Orleans 2002

SELECTED SOLO EXHIBITIONS

1990-92 Granite touring exhibition
1993-94 Yorkshire Sculpture Park
1997 Changing States Dean Clough, Halifax; 4 The Minories, First Site, Colchester; Wysing Arts, Cambs
1998 Churchill College, Cambridge; Artists’ Books, University Library, Cambridge, National Library of Wales, National Library of Scotland
1999 First Light Atrium Gallery, London
2000 Passing Through A&D Gallery, University of Hertfordshire; Daiwa Foundation, London
2001 The Point, Doncaster; CBAT, Cardiff Bay Arts Trust
2002 Lincoln Cathedral
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SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS

1984 New Art Hiroshima City Gallery, Japan; Hiroshima Contemporary 100 Neu Gallery, Hiroshima, Japan 
1986 Japonism Northern Centre for Contemporary Art, Sunderland
1987 Scottish Sculpture Open Kildrummy Castle, Aberdeenshire
1988 Royal Institute of British Architects, London; Granite Installation, Nottingham Castle Museum
1989-03 Summer Shows, Hannah Peschar Gallery
1990 Nottingham Castle Museum; Glynn Vivian Gallery, Swansea
1991 Chelsea Flower Show; Margam Sculpture Park, S. Wales
1992-96 Sculpture in the Close Jesus College, Cambridge
1993 Maquettes Hakone Sculpture Park, Japan
1995 Economist Plaza, London
1996 Chelsea Harbour, (RBS), London; Daiwa Foundation Gallery, London; Jesus College, Cambridge
1998 The Stone Show (R.B.S. stand) Wembley Arena, London
1999 Vital Art 1999, The Gallery, London; Breaking the Mould Museum of Medallic Art, Poland
2000 Encounters Shariah Art Museum, Dubai
2001              Sculpture on the Green Norwich Castle Museum; Stainless Steel Sculpture show, Sheffield Cathedral
2002 The Living Gallery, Stourbridge
2003-04 Newby Hall Sculpture Park, N. Yorks; Dean Clough, Halifax
2004 The Beacon Art Project, Dunston Pillar Installation, Lincolnshire

SYMPOSIA AND RESIDENCIES

1984 Biwako International Contemporary Sculpture Symposium, Japan
1989 Budduso International Granite Sculpture Symposium, Sardinia, Italy
1993 Muju International Sculpture Symposium, S. Korea; 
1993 Yorkshire Sculpture Park (Henry Moore Foundation Award) 
1998 Bohuslans Stone Stipendiat, Sweden
1999 Durbach International Sculpture Symposium, Durbach, Germany
2000 Oggleshausen Sculpture Symposium, Oggleshausen, Germany
2001 US / UK Iron Pour Symposium
2004 EMAAR International Art Symposium, Dubai; Horice International Sculpture Symposium, Czech Republic

COMMISSIONS AND PUBLIC COLLECTIONS

Takahara Hospital, Japan; Centre Parcs; Glynn Vivian Gallery; Loughborough University; Leicester University; Redland Aggregates PLC; Muju Resort, S. Korea;
Northumbrian Water; Harrogate Borough Council; Wynyard Estate (Cameron Hall Developers Ltd.); Derby University; Leicester City Council; Wysing Arts; Yorkshire
Sculpture Park; Cardiff Bay Development Corporation; Barratt Homes; Sotenas Kommune. Sweden; Ashridge Management School; Castlemilk Arts Trust, Glasgow
City Council; University of Hertfordshire; Oggleshausen, Germany; Taylor Woodrow Capital Developments, London; Miller Homes, Woodmere Country Park,
Chesterfield; Chartwell Land, B&Q Sutton; City of Lincoln; Lincoln Cathedral; Trinity Hall, University of Cambridge; DEFRA/ Kajima Ltd, Cambridge; East Midlands
Conference Centre, Nottingham University; EMAAR International, Dubai; Horice Town Council, Czech Republic; City of Hradoc Kralove, Czech Republic
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